
St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School 

Half Term Overview Planner 

Year Group:  5                                                       Spring 1  2020-2021    Teacher: Miss Waite 

   Theme: Explorers 
 

 

 Week 1 
w/c 4th January  

Training Day 

Week 2 
w/c 11th January 

Week 3 
w/c 18th January 

Week 4 
w/c 25th January 

Week 5 
w/c 1st February 

Assessment Week 

Week 6 
w/c 8th February 

Anti-Bullying Week  

RE  
Inspirational People  

 
Big Concept: 

Discipleship 

 

“Reflect on how we can 

serve others at home, 

school, locally, 

globally..” threaded 

throughout: curriculum 

intent & Live Simply. 

 
Burn2Learn opportunities 

interweaved throughout 

Have the opportunity to 

reflect on what it means 

to be an inspirational 

person. 

 

To reflect on what it 

means to be an 

inspirational person. 

 

To give reasons for 

certain actions by 

inspirational people. 

 

English core skill being 

applied: PEE responses. 

 

 

Have the opportunity to 

know what it means to be 

a follower of Jesus. 

 

L.O. Make links to show 

how the command to love 

our neighbour can affect 

our behaviour. 

 

English core skill being 

applied: vocabulary/ 

synonyms. 

 

 

 

Show some understanding 

of discipleship by making 

links between beliefs 

about discipleship and 

sources from scripture. 

 

L.O. To know how Jesus 

described a true disciple. 

 

Maths core skill being 

applied: venn diagram 

“difficult about being a 

disciple/best thing/both 

difficult/good” 

Show some understanding 

of what Jesus meant by 

the Beatitudes by making 

links between The 

Beatitudes and Christian 

living. 

 

To make links between 

The Beatitudes and 

Christian living.  

Show some understanding 

of the beliefs about true 

discipleship by making 

links between these 

beliefs and the parable of 

the two houses and love 

of enemies. 

 

Make links between the 

story of the two houses 

and beliefs about a true 

disciple. 

 

Show understanding of 

how being a true disciple 

would shape a person’s 

life. English core skill 

being applied: PEE 

responses / test 

technique for reading. 

 

“Reflect on how we can 

serve others at home, 

school, locally, globally..” 

Live Simply/environment 

focus 

Show understanding of 

how the decisions of two 

Christians are informed 

by Christian beliefs. 

 

Identify people today who 

are an inspiration in their 

service of others. 

 

“Reflect on how we can 

serve others at home, 

school, locally, globally..” 

Live Simply/environment 

focus 

 

Lent (begins 17th Feb) 

To know that Lent is a tie 

when we can all make small 

sacrifices to show our 

love for God and for 

others. 

(Lent begins in half term).  

English  
Class Text: The Explorer 

 

Big Concept: Description 

& Writing cohesively at 

length 

 

Milestone 3: Develop 

positive attitudes to 

reading and an 

understanding of what has 

been read. Identify how 

language, structure and 

presentation contribute 

to meaning. Draw 

SPAG Areas 

Relative clauses (who, which, where, when, whose, that) 

Brackets for extra information. 

 

Stimulus: The Explorer by Katherine Rundell 

 

Milestone 3: To write inspired from reading across the 

curriculum. 

Essential Objective: To use imaginative description. 

Milestone 3: To use the techniques authors use to 

create characters, settings and plots. To create vivid 

images by using alliteration, similes, metaphors and 

personification. 

Stimulus: The Explorer by Katherine Rundell 

 

Water, Fire, Shelter, Food – one word to describe. 

TBC – addressing areas to 

develop identified from 

assessment week.  



Burn2Learn opportunities 

interweaved throughout 
inferences and justify 

with evidence. 

Stimulus: The Explorer 

by Katherine Rundell 

 

Introduce new class text 

– genres, inferences, using 

evidence from the text 

(comprehension). 

Shared reading 

embedded. 

 

Essential Objective: To 

analyse writing. 

To evaluate an author’s 

use of description (recap 

on figurative language). 

 

Fronted adverbials recap. 

Sentence structures: 

introduce subordinate 

clauses with subordinating 

conjunctions.  

Imagine you were in a plan crash and you find yourself 

in a strange place. How would you feel? Emotion cards – 

developing vocabulary. To write a diary entry.  

 

Plan, write, edit and improve. 

 

Modelled planning, shared writing. 

RAMPS used for editing and improving.  

Extract from text: identifying personification. 

Drama. 

WAGOLL – analysing examples of descriptive writing. 

Use of 5 senses to describe setting. 

Drawing what you can see in your mind’s eye – annotate 

with the senses. 

Shared/modelled writing embedded in plan, draft, write 

process. 

Plan, draft, write, edit and improve narrative writing 

inc. setting description. 

 

Maths 
 

Big Concept: 

Multiplication & Division, 

Fractions 

 

Burn2Learn opportunities 

interweaved throughout 

Milestone 3: Recognise 

and use thousandths and 

relate them to tenths, 

hundredth and decimal 

equivalents. 

To understand the place 

value of decimals. 

Burn2Learn 

 

Y4 catch up 

To recognise and write 

decimal equivalents of 

any numbers of tenths 

or hundredths. 

 

To compare numbers 

with the same number of 

decimal places. 

 

To round decimals with 

one decimal place to the 

nearest whole number.  

Starters (Y4 catch up) – 

multiplying by 0 and 1, 

dividing by 1. 

 

Milestone 3: To multiply 

and divide whole 

numbers and those 

involving decimals by 10, 

100 and 1000. 
Multiply & Divide – fluency 

& varied fluency, then 

RPS. Need more recap on 

this. 

To multiply and divide. 

Milestone 3: To multiply. 

 

To multiply using the grid 

method. 

– fluency/varied fluency 

 

To use a written method 

for multiplication. 

 

Fluency, varied fluency, 

reasoning and problem 

solving 

To multiply and divide. 

Milestone 3: To divide. 

 

To use a written method 

for division. (Bus stop) 

 

Fluency, varied fluency, 

reasoning and problem 

solving 

 

Applying written methods 

for both multiplication 

and division in word 

problems/RPS tasks 

Assessment Week  

 

To use fractions. 

Y4 recap: What is a 

fraction? 

Recognise and show, using 

diagrams, families of 

common equivalent 

fractions. 

 

Milestone 3: To identify, 

name and write equivalent 

fractions of a given 

fraction, represented 

visually, including tenths 

and hundredths. 

 

 

 

 

To use fractions. 

Y4 recap: Fractions 

greater than 1. 

 

Milestone 3: To recognise 

mixed numbers and 

improper fractions and 

convert from one form to 

the other. 

Matching and converting 

improper fractions and 

mixed numbers. 

Converting improper 

fractions to mixed 

numbers. 

Converting mixed numbers 

to improper fractions. 



Science 
Materials 

 

Big Concept: Reversible & 

Irreversible Changes 

 

 

Milestone 3: Understand how some materials will 

dissolve in liquid to form a solution and describe how to 

recover a substance from a solution. 

Understand mixtures and solutions. Burn2Learn 

What is the difference? 

Create a solution – salt water. 

How are we going to get the salt back? 

filter, evaporate, soluble, solute, solution 

 

KPI: Take measurements, using a range of scientific 

equipment, with 

increasing accuracy and precision. 

To identify if temperature affects the rate of 

dissolving. 

Using stopwatches to time how long it takes salt to 

dissolve in different temperatures in water. 

Using a thermometer to measure the temperature of 

the water. 

KPI: Record data and results of increasing complexity. 

Presenting results in a table – poss. opportunity for a 

line graph. Maths skills applied  

measuring, present data on graphs, negative numbers, 

time (seconds, minutes etc.) 

 

KPI Milestone 3: Plan 

enquiries, including 

recognising and controlling 

variables & Record data 

and results of increasing 

complexity using bar and 

line graphs 

 

English core skill being 

applied: instructions, 

bullet points etc. time 

conjunctions and modal 

verbs 

Writing up investigation 

of dissolving salt in 

different temperatures 

of water. 

Milestone 3: To describe 

how to recover a 

substance from a solution. 

Working Scientifically: 

reporting and presenting 

findings from enquiries – 

through photographs. 

Chn to create solution 

again using salt and water 

– leave to evaporate in 

petri dishes over a period 

of time, chn can observe 

and notice the changes.  

Writing core skills: 

explain what has happened 

using cause and effect 

conjunctions.  

Computing Links – taking 

photographs and printing. 

 

Assessment Week Milestone 3: To compare 

and group together 

everyday materials on the 

basis of their properties: 

including their hardness, 

solubility, transparency, 

conductivity and response 

to magnets.  

Burn2Learn/orienteering – 

applying map skills. 

Range of objects – have to 

test and record their 

properties. 

Maths core skills 

applied: using a table 

 

Computing 
iMovie / Coding  

 

Big Concept: Coding   

 
Online safety is taught 

explicitly and 

embedded throughout 

all computing lessons. 

Online safety lesson recap. Re-establishing 

class rules linked to online safety and internet 

usage. 

 
Milestone 3: Choose the most suitable applications and 

devices for the purposes of communication. 

Due to covid-19 related bubble closure in Autumn 2, 

continuing with iMovie computing project. 

 Introduce Ken Burns panning and zooming 

 Use of green screen to add screen layers or to 

add a video to a picture etc. 

 Finishing off iMovie. Self and peer assessment 

– evaluating and editing and improving their 

project. 

English core skills applied: applying writing techniques 

in content of iMovie, speaking and listening skill focus 

here through videoing and filming ‘speaking’. 

 

Milestone 3: Set IF conditions for movements, 

specifying types of rotation giving the number of 

degrees. 

Maths core skills applied – how many degrees in a 

quarter turn, half turn, full turn.  

Physical activity of giving instructions to understand 

the need for clear instructions (code). Use of app 

ALEX to support understanding of basic IF conditions 

for movements. 

Assessment Week Safer Internet Day:  

Milestone 3: Give 

examples of the risks of 

online communities and 

demonstrate knowledge of 

how to minimise risk and 

report problems. 

Understand the effect of 

online comments and show 

responsibility and 

sensitivity when online. 

What is the internet? 

How do we use the 

internet? 

How do we stay safe on 

the internet? 

What is cyber bullying? 

Role play to explore 

scenarios linked to online 

safety.  



History  
Explorers – History of 

Brazil Carnivals – links to 

Music 

 

Big Concept: Cultural 

diversity of the past 

   Milestone 3: To describe 

the cultural diversity of 

the past. To use dates and 

terms accurately in 

describing events. – time 

period, era, decade, 

legacy. 

History of Carnival in Rio 

de Janerio – Samba. Links 

to Music. 

Maths core skills – 

looking at dates, eras 

English core skills: 

vocabulary work. Root 

word activities linked to 

‘century’ and ‘decade’. 

  

Geography 
Explorers – The Americas 

 
Big Concept: Comparing 

physical and human 

features  

 

Homework: Set Week 1 – 

to research rainforests, 

their layers, purpose of 

each layer and why the 

rainforest is important.  

Word search to develop 

new vocabulary. 

Milestone 3: Name and 

locate the countries of 

North and South America. 

Burn2Learn – 

orienteering.  

Map skills embedded. 

Given a coordinate for 

their map and the country 

it is in. 

Maths core skill applied – 

Coordinates - plotting 

specified points and draw 

sides to complete a given 

polygon (Y4 catch up) 

 

 

Milestone 3: Name and locate the countries of North 

and South America and identify their main physical and 

human characteristics.  

(deep understanding of a particular location) 

Making links: what physical/human features do they 

already know of in the USA (NA) or Brazil (SA)?  

Burn2Learn –orienteering. Map skills embedded. 

Collect physical/human features and decide if they are 

from Brazil or USA using prior knowledge and 

experiences. Maths core skill applied – Coordinates - 

plotting specified points and draw sides to complete a 

given polygon (Y4 catch up) 

 

Environmental focus/Live Simply: Rainforests.  
Making links: link back to learning in Y3 topic. Collate 

ideas of what the chn already know on flipchart. 
Understand the structure of a rainforest and the 

importance of rainforests for the environment. 

Reading core skills applied: comprehension/test 

technique. reading comprehension about deforestation 

Writing core skills applied: letter writing. 

Write an information text about the rainforest (layers, 

purpose of each layer, importance of rainforest). 

 Milestone 3: Identify and describe the possibilities and 

limitations of human activity within a location according 

to its physical features.  

Milestone 3: Understand some of the geographical 

similarities and differences between countries. 

Comparing one place in North/South America, a 

place in Europe and a place in the UK. 

Children apply their prior learning and knowledge of 

North/South America and describe the possibilities 

and limitations of human activity depending on specific 

physical characteristics e.g. desert, sea, rivers etc. 

Writing core skill applied: relative clauses using 

relative pronouns to add extra information 

Links to Banana’s journey in DT 

Art  

 

 

      

DT 
Food 

 

Milestone 3: Understand 

the importance of correct 

storage and handling of 

Milestone 3: Understand 

seasonality and know 

where and how a variety 

Milestone 3: Demonstrate a range of baking and cooking 

techniques. Understand and apply the principles of a 

healthy and varied diet. Prepare and cook a variety of 

Milestone 3: Create and refine recipes, including 

ingredients, methods, cooking times and temperatures. 

Demonstrate a range of baking and cooking techniques. 



Big Concept: cooking / 

where foods come from 

 

Links to The Americas 

topic. Food from 

USA/Brazil. 

 

ingredients (using 

knowledge of micro-

organisms). 

Tasting of fruits and 

vegetables that come 

from North/South 

America. Rating the foods 

and explaining if they 

liked them. 

Writing/reading core 

skill applied: PEE 

responses 

Making links: what fruits 

and vegetables do they 

like/dislike, what do they 

already know about where 

the foods are grown. 

of ingredients are grown, 

reared, caught and 

processed. 

The journey of a banana – 

fair trade, mapping out 

where a banana is grown 

(South America) and its 

journey to our shops. 

Links to Geography (maps) 

and PSHE (Fairtrade) 

Maths core skills applied: 

coordinates 

 

predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking 

techniques.  

Creating a fajita dish – a TexMex dish (Texan Mexican) 

discuss where this has come from and why it is two 

places fused together. Geography links 

Skill: Chopping, slicing, dicing etc. Frying off chicken 

etc. 

Bring cooked chicken breasts in so children aren’t 

handling raw chicken. 

Core Maths skill applied – measuring, rounding 

 

Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and 

varied diet.  

Refine to make healthier – less oil, different types of 

oils, more/less of an ingredient.  

Writing core skill applied – writing a recipe 

(instructions, modal verbs, time conjunctions) 

Music 

 
Big Concept: Musical 

vocabulary 

Performing with others 

 

Burn2Learn opportunities 

interweaved throughout 

 

Milestone 3: To develop an understanding of the 

history of music. 

 

History behind the Samba 

Linked to topic of Americas. Brazil – Samba, 

Carnival in Rio de Janeiro.  Making links: what do the 

children already know through pictures. 

 
English core skill being applied: Bee Zone activities, 

PEE responses, reading comprehension skills 

Milestone 3: To hold a part within a round. To use 

the standard musical notation of crotchet, minim 

and semibreve to indicate how many beats to 

play. Create rhythmic patterns with an awareness 

of timbre and duration. 

Rhythm – rounds. Linked to Samba. Body 

percussion and using instruments.  

Crotchet, quavers, minims   

Children to create their own rhythms.  

Linked to carnivals in Rio de Janeiro 

Assessment Week  Milestone 3: To hold a 

part within a round. To 

use the standard 

musical notation of 

crotchet, minim and 

semibreve to indicate 

how many beats to 

play. Create rhythmic 

patterns with an 

awareness of timbre 

and duration. Play from 

memory.  

Performance of own 

rhythms. 

Peer assessments.   
English core skill being 

applied: PEE responses 

when evaluating. 

MFL 

 
Big Concept: translating 

sentences (food) 

 

Linked to topic of the 

Americas and DT topic of 

cooking.  

 

Milestone 2: To 

demonstrate a growing 

vocabulary.  

Learning new 

vocabulary – foods 

linked to topic of the 

Americas.  Making links: 

what do the children 

Milestone 3: To use 

dictionaries and 

glossaries to check 

words. 

Spelling test of new 

vocabulary and spelling 

aerobics B2L 

 

Milestone 3: To read and understand the main 

points and some of the detail in short written 

texts to convey meaning. Use dictionaries and 

glossaries to check words. 

Translating French sentences to English 

Writing own sentences including sentences.  
English core skill being applied: Bee Zone activities, 

writing in full sentences. 

Milestone 3: To read and understand the main 

points and some of the detail in short written 

texts to convey meaning. Use dictionaries and 

glossaries to check words. 

Assessed piece: give a paragraph to translate. 
English core skill being applied: use of dictionary 



Burn2Learn opportunities 

interweaved throughout 
already know – matching 

game. 

Burn2Learn 

Word search 

Activities to embed 

new vocabulary. 
English core skill being 

applied: vocabulary/use 

of dictionary 

 

 

 

 

PE 

 
Big Concept: Swimming 

strokes and correct 

breathing. 

Y5 Swimming at Wetherby Leisure Centre – every Thursday morning. 

Milestone 3: Swim over 100m unaided. Use breast stroke, front crawl and back crawl, ensuring that breathing is correct so as to not interrupt the pattern of swimming. Swim 

fluently with controlled strokes. Turn effectively at the end of the length. 

 

Children must be able to swim 25m unaided without touching the floor of the swimming pool. Assessment based on Silver/Gold programme to be done by KR/FW to inform 

swimming teachers the children that need intervention in lessons. 
Focus: Physical 

Skill Area: Control 

L.O: To alternate between 

long shot and short shot. 

Focus: Manipulation  

Skill Area: Passing 

L.O: To perform a range 

of passes to others in 

different positions.  

Focus: Manipulation  

Skill Area: Passing 

L.O: To understand 

passing for retention and 

passing for attack. 

Focus: Cognitive 

Skill Area: Anticipation 

L.O: To understand how to 

anticipate and perform an 

interception. 

Focus: Manipulation 

Skill Area: Shooting 

L.O: To hit a moving 

target with a dodgeball 

from 3m away. 

Focus: Physical 

Skill Area: Physical 

Processing 

L.O: To react quickly to a 

number of moving objects. 

PSHE 
Relationship and Sex 

Education (RSE) 

 

Big Concept: physical and 

emotional changes as we 

mature  

Wellbeing check ins to 

settle after a 2 week 

Christmas break.  

RSE Session 1 – 

Everyone is special and 

created in God’s image.  

Book – Angel in the 

Waters by Regina Doman. 

Using pictures of children 

when younger to discuss 

changes that have already 

happened. 

 

RSE Session 2 – Moving 

to maturity 

Discussing physical and 

emotional changes that 

take place as they move 

to maturity and go 

through puberty 

Links to the Sacraments 

and how these often 

coincide with natural 

stages in life.  

RSE Session 3 – Taking 

care of myself  

Healthy body and mind 

Healthy choices 

Prayer and worship 

nourishes relationship 

with God 

Rest is important   

RSE Session 4 – Male 

and female reproductive 

systems 

Name the reproductive 

system for male and 

female. Learn about the 

menstrual cycle. 

 

 

Safer Internet Day – 

making healthy choices – 

recap on main messages 

from Session 3.  

Odd socks day – 

celebrating our 

differences, we are all 

unique. 

 

RSE Session 5 – 

Relationships 

Changes that can happen 

in life and emotions that 

are associated with these 

changes 

Friendships changing 

Developing confidence 

Changing feelings 

Planned Days, Trips 

or Workshops 

     Odd Socks Day – Monday 

Safer Internet Day - 

Tuesday 

 


